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October 2021



PSCMP Information Sessions
Community engagement activities take many forms across a spectrum of purposes. These Information
Sessions are a part of the overall Community Engagement Strategy for the Proposed South Coast Marine
Park.

Information Session (as the name implies) are designed to provide information. They are not designed to be
consultation; however, consultation activities will follow.

Information Sessions were held as follows:
• 11 Oct. 2021 – Albany
• 12 Oct. 2021 – Bremer Bay
• 13 Oct. 2021 – Hopetoun
• 14 Oct. 2021 – Esperance evening
• 15 Oct. 2021 – Esperance morning
• 16 Oct. 2021 – Norseman (cancelled due to 0 unique registrations)
• 17 Oct. 2021 – Kalgoorlie (cancelled due to only 2 unique registrations)
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Acknowledgement of Country 

Hellfire Bay in Cape Le Grand National Park 



This is an interactive session – if you wish to participate 
using this technology –

On your phone 
Google Menti.Com

and insert this code …….
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What's your postal code? 6450 Esperance 
6330 Albany area
6338 Bremer Bay
6348 Hopetoun
6333 Denmark area
6327 Redmond
6337 Jerramungup
6460 Goomalling
6448 Gibson
6446 Grass Patch
6356 Lake King
6331 Albany DC
6076 Curtin
6163 Bibra Lake
6027 Ocean Reef
6071 Glen Forrest 
6162 South Fremantle
6020 Carine, Marmion
6101 East Victoria Park
6053 Bayswater
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What's your favourite activity on the south coast?
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Choose as many as you like
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Which sector do you identify with? 
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Choose only one
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Upload Your Questions at any time during the presentation 
for the Panel Discussion at the end.

Paper and pens are provided if do not wish to use the technology. 
You can also ask a staff member to upload your questions. 

These methods were chosen to:
• allow unlimited questions to be asked 
• allow real time uploading of questions so participants don’t forget their questions by the end 
• provide a safe environment for participants to ask questions
• provide anonymity 
• provide transparency as all participants can see all questions being asked in real time
• allow the most supported questions to be prioritised, given limited time for Q&A session
• Capture all questions for posting online in due course

Post session note: 85 participants asked over 300 questions 
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• Intro by chair 
• Background to PSCMP
• DBCA Marine parks planning 
• Introduction to Joint 

Management 
• DPIRD role 
• Community Engagement
• 15 minute break
• Q&A Panel Discussion 

Today’s presentation format

Leafy seadragon. Photo – Peter Nicholas
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Why is a marine park being proposed for the south coast?

• Securing the long term health of our marine 
ecosystems while providing for on-going 
sustainable uses

• Marine parks work – decades of research has 
proven the benefits of marine parks in conserving 
marine biodiversity

• Marine parks, and in particular sanctuary zones, 
are akin to our national parks on land – they act 
as a long term insurance policy to conserve 
marine biodiversity
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• Marine parks are not fisheries management tools but 
can provide benefits to fisheries

• Marine parks work along side fisheries management, 
environmental laws for development proposals and 
coastal management

• Together they provide the best approach for keeping 
our marine environments healthy and resilient

• WA is committed to establishing a National 
Representative System of Marine Protected Areas

What is a marine park?



• 1992 Convention on Biodiversity – over 160 nations are signatories
• 1992 Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment – all 

states and territories are signatories
• 1992 National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development
• 1996 National Strategy for the Conservation of Australia’s 

Biological Diversity
• 1998 Guidelines for Establishing the National Representative 

System of Marine Protected Areas (NRSMPA)
• Obligations under the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016
• Successive WA State Governments have progressed establishment 

of the NRSMPA

Commitment to establish a National Representative 
System of Marine Protected Areas
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History of Marine Park Establishment in WA 
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Existing state wide marine reserve network
• 17 marine parks
• 2 marine management areas
• 1 marine nature reserve

Priority for a south coast marine park
• 2016 WA Auditor General’s Report – south 

coast underrepresented
• 2019 McGowan Government 

Plan for Our Parks initiative – marine park 
proposed for the south coast

• Whole of government approach

Establishment of the NRSMPA



South coast marine 
park proposal

• Proposed boundary TBC 
following more 
consultation

• Best practice engagement 
– more the community 
engages, the better the 
end result

• Joint management with 
traditional owners

• February 2024 target date
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How WA marine parks are created Information 
gathering Indicative plan 

preparation
(CALM Act s.13 & 14)

Ministerial 
approval for 

release
(CALM Act s.14)

Indicative plan 
release for public 

submissions 
(CALM Act  s.14)

Three month 
statutory public 

submission period 
and analysis of 

submissions

Final plan 
preparation

Final plan 
approvals

(*CALM Act s.14(7))

Ministerial 
concurrence for 

reservation

Create the 
marine park

(CALM Act s.13 and 14)

Final plan 
gazettal

(s.60)

Marine park 
Zoning gazettal
(CALM Act s. 62; FRM Act 

s43)

Plan 
implementation

Performance 
assessment  and 

audit
( CALM Act s. 19)

Traditional 
Owner 

Collaboration
and

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Hard work

Administrative

Management

• CALM Act steps that are ‘must do’
• Policy positions (e.g. approach to 

community engagement, 
collaborative planning with DPIRD)

• A lot of work in the first half
• Requires approvals by Minister for 

Fisheries and Minister for Mines 
and Petroleum



Review public submissions and amend the management 
plan where required

Developing the management plan

• Management plan 
developed in 
collaboration with 
community

• Will require significant 
stakeholder and 
community engagement 
and input

• The process can get 
politicised at times and 
issues can be divisive 
within the community

• There will be many 
different views

Information 
gathering

Development 
of indicative 
management 

plan

Indicative 
Management Plan 
release and formal 

Consultation

Indicative 
management 
plan review

Final Management 
Plan

Identify the values and uses and pressures of the area & 
decide on an outer-boundary for the marine park.

Defining the vision, strategic objectives, values, pressures & 
opportunities, ‘outcome based’ objectives, strategies & 
zoning, targets and performance measures

Three-month statutory public submission period

Finalise plan and attach joint management agreement
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• 7 main parts to the 
‘nuts and bolts’ of the 
management plan

• Organising our actions
• Assessing performance
• Adaptive management
• Review the plan

‘Mechanics’ of 
marine park 
planning and 
management



Marine park objectives
Conserve biodiversity values of the south coast
• Marine environment of the south coast is globally 

significant

Conserve the value of the area to the culture and 
heritage of Aboriginal people
• Aboriginal people are intimately connected to their 

traditional lands and waters and have cultural obligations 
to look after them

Deliver and support more research and monitoring
• The marine park will be funded and able to undertake 

and attract research and monitoring
19



Marine park objectives
Provide for on-going sustainable commercial and recreational 
uses
• Highly valued are for commercial fishing, tourism, recreational fishing, 

coastal enjoyment etc

Increase public participation in caring for the marine environment
• Community stewardship is a vital tool 

Contribute to the local economy
• Planning and management of the marine park will require local jobs, 

goods and services
• Marine parks provide branding that can enhance visitor and tourism 

potential
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Snapshot of ecological values
• 17 of the worlds 72 species of seagrass, half of which are endemic to the 

region
• one of the highest levels of species richness and endemism of macroalgae 

in the world – around 1000 species, of which 62% are endemic to the 
south coast

• 20% of Australia’s described sponge species
• 11 of the worlds 34 species of seals and sea lions – Recherche Archipelago 

is the most important area for New Zealand fur seals and sea lions in WA
• 27 of the 38 species of whales and dolphins found in WA waters
• some of the most significant sea bird breeding areas in Australia, including 

the only breeding colony of great-winged petrels in Australia and the only 
breeding colony of Cape Barren geese in WA

• refuge for iconic species like western blue groper and seadragons
• important nursery area for high value species like herring and Australian 

salmon
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Snapshot of cultural values

• Cultural sites
• Areas and features connected to 

stories/philosophy
• Important areas for resource use
• Being on country
• Looking after country
• Language
• Knowledge and the passing on of knowledge
• Historical connection
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Snapshot of socio-economic values
• Maritime heritage
• Seascapes
• Coastal use and remote recreation
• Nature appreciation and coastal 

enjoyment
• Surfing
• Recreational fishing
• Commercial fishing and aquaculture
• Tourism
• Shipping, ports and related industries



Typical information sources
Value type (and associated pressures/opportunities) Information sources

Ecological eg:
• Seagrass communities
• Algae communities (kelp beds)
• Sponge and temperate coral
• Rhodolith beds
• Seals and sea lions
• Whales and dolphins
• Fish communities
• Other rare or important species (sea dragons)

• Published papers and reports
• ‘grey’ literature
• Existing management plans / Healthy Country Plan
• TO community
• Researchers
• Local community

Cultural eg:
• Important sites
• Areas associated with story or law/lore
• Areas important for particular resources etc)
• Language
• Knowledge transfer
• Others

• TO community

Socio-economic eg:
• Maritime heritage
• Nature appreciation/recreation
• Rec fishing
• Com fishing
• Tourism
• Research
• Port/industry (wave energy?)

• State and Local Government
• Local community
• TO community
• Peak bodies (Recfishwest, EPFA, SSPWA, WAFIC, ENGOs)
• Tourism industry
• Researchers
• Port other industry players



Zoning in multiple use marine parks 

Special Purpose Zones – are managed for a particular conservation purpose. E.g. 
benthic habitat protection.

Sanctuary Zones- provide the highest level of protection for representative areas 
of marine habitats and wildlife

Recreation Zones – provide for conservation and compatible recreational 
activities.

General Use Zones - all areas of a marine park not included in other zones where 
commercial and recreational activities consistent with the conservation of natural 
resources are permitted.
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Biodiversity conservation (ecological)
• Comprehensiveness

• Include examples of benthic habitats in sanctuary zones 

Protect and conserve Aboriginal cultural heritage
• Conserve culturally significant sites

• Protect culturally significant sites through appropriate zoning

Provide for ongoing ecologically sustainable use
• Consider the full diversity of marine uses, including 

economic use, social use and ecosystem services
• Where possible, include areas which minimise impacts on 

resource extractive activities

• 3 broad objectives - each objective has a set of design 
principles and selection criteria

• Ecological criteria  Identify zoning options
• Sustainable use criteria  Select zoning proposal
• Cultural criteria used throughout process

Zoning design
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Snapshot of work done to date
1990s
• ‘Wilson Report’
• Habitat mapping and land/ocean integration study
2000s
• Habitat mapping and land/ocean integration study
• FRDC, UWA Museum – habitat mapping biodiversity 

surveys
• Coastal CRC socio-economic study

2010s
• South Coast Regional Marine Planning
• Marine Futures
• Uni led biodiversity surveys

2020s
• ‘Carijoa’ report – 243 references, 54 scientists 

engaged 



VIDEO 
This video has been uploaded separately 

to the website 
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Video 



Video 



Documented impacts in WA
• Climate change:
- loss of seagrass (Strydom et al. 2020)

- poleward shift tropical fishes (Goldsworthy et 
al. 2020)

- loss of kelp (Wernberg et al. 2021)

• Three times more likely to see a large 
fish in more remote areas and in 
sanctuary zones within marine parks 
(Bosch et al. 2021)

• Declines in Foxfish and Blue Groper (Parker 
et al. 2018)

• Shifting baselines
(Young et al. 2014)

(Bosch et al. 2021)



Why a marine park on the south coast?

“The south coast has 
17 species of seagrass,  
9 of them endemic” 
(Kendrick et al. 2005)

“It is a global 
biodiversity 
hotspot 
across nine 
phyla” 
(Bennett et al. 2015)

This follows the scientific principles needed to implement a marine park 

“A unique fish 
assemblage 
forming a 
distinct 
bioregion” 
(Goldsworthy et al. 2020)

“Kelp forests that 
underpin 
biodiversity ” 
(Coleman and Wernberg
2017)



How a marine park works

• Whole of ecosystem 
management

• Global best practice for 
conservation of biodiversity

• Zoning (multiple use)
• Monitoring of key ecological 

assets
• Relate to pressures and threats
• Adaptive management
• Complements fisheries 

management





Conclusion
• The South Coast is unique and special
• There have been impacts and changes
• Marine parks will provide ecosystem benefits 
• Ecological benefits = social benefits
• Scientific benefits:

- Increased research
- Monitoring of ecological assets 
- Baseline/controls 

• Better answers to your questions
• Adaptive management
• Potential to increase resilience and recovery
• And to end on a personal note…..
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What’s this thing called Joint Management? 



Joint management

• A partnership between DBCA and other parties to 
manage lands and waters or care for country

• Involves Aboriginal people who have a cultural 
connection with a park or reserve

• Guided by a management plan which must 
include the objective to protect and conserve the 
value of the land and sea for the culture and 
heritage of Aboriginal people

• Joint management provides a practical tool to 
help achieve this 
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Native Title

• Referred to as a ‘bundle of rights’ dealing with control of, access to, 
or use of land and waters – not land title

• Recognised through a determination by the Federal or High Court
• Exclusive native title rights – the right to possess and occupy an 

area to the exclusion of all others
• Non-exclusive native title rights – include rights such as hunting, 

fishing and gathering food, living and camping, protecting sites, and 
teaching law and custom on country - can’t control access

• Can be supressed or extinguished by government actions 
• Confers a range of procedural rights

39



Traditional ownership

• Recognises an enduring 
connection to country even 
if settlement has displaced 
or interrupted continued 
practice of traditional law 
and customs (required to 
have native title 
recognised)

• Traditional owner rights 
may be confirmed by 
agreement or legislation

40



Customary activities
• Regardless of native title status, Aboriginal 

customary activities continue along the 
coastline and islands e.g.: 
– hunting, taking and making food;
– making and using medicine;
– using fire;
– practising ceremonial and cultural activities

• Customary activities may continue (subject to 
safety considerations) on conservation estate 
under the CALM Act 

• Recognises that while the creation of 
conservation estate technically supresses 
native title rights, the practice of many of those 
rights is not inconsistent with conservation 
objectives 41



Wagyl Kaip
Sandy Island 
to Masons Bay Esperance 

Nyungars
Masons Bay to 
Point Malcolm

Ngadju
Point Malcolm 
to Point Dover

WA Mirning
Point Dover to 
WA/SA border

Native Title/ Traditional Owner areas



Joint management: how it works

• Joint Management Agreement (JMA) - how decisions and 
recommendations about the conservation estate are made

• JMA sets up a Joint Management Body (JMB) of traditional 
owners/native title holders and senior staff JMB meets 
regularly - set goals, make decisions

• Operational work done by rangers and/or DBCA staff
• Aim is to reach decisions supported by everyone – unanimous 

or majority decision making
• Minister for Environment has final decision-making powers if 

disputes between joint management partners cannot be 
resolved

• Management decisions must align with CALM Act and be 
consistent with the Joint Management Plan
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• Enriches visitor experience - interaction with 
Aboriginal people and a better understanding of 
Aboriginal culture

• Training and employment for traditional owners/native 
title holders - improves social and economic 
outcomes for local communities

• Getting the broader Aboriginal community out on 
country

Why joint management for the proposed marine park?
• Policy objective for successive governments, supported by legislation
• Advances reconciliation - recognises Aboriginal interests and responsibilities 
• Improved park management - merging traditional knowledge and Western conservation 

science
• Improves protection of cultural and heritage values and support for customary activities

44



Joint management planning
• Traditional owners/native title holders –

joint management partners in the 
planning process and in managing the 
proposed park

• Experience elsewhere - traditional 
owners have an interest in recognising 
and protecting areas of cultural 
significance and increasing community 
understanding

• Wider community input on zoning and 
management arrangements via public 
submission period  
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Existing joint management 
arrangements

• 12 JM agreements over 40 parks and 
reserves (including 5 marine parks)

• Some in place 10 years
• Management partnerships working well
• Delivering positive outcomes for the 

conservation estate, Aboriginal people and 
the wider community

• DBCA continues to work with traditional 
owners/native title holders to jointly manage 
new and expanded parks and reserves



DBCA and DPIRD Roles in marine parks

• DBCA is lead agency for 
establishment and management of 
marine parks in WA

• DPIRD works in partnership with 
DBCA for:

– Consultation and engagement 
with fisheries stakeholders

– Provision of data and information
• DBCA and DPIRD working in 

partnership on the PSCMP and 
future marine park planning 
processes delivers better outcomes

47



DPIRD is the lead agency for:
1. The management of WA fish and aquatic 

resources:

• Aquaculture

• Commercial
• Recreational

• Charter fishing

2. Compliance and education activities
3. Marine park compensation processes

48



WA waters and PSCMP study area extend 3NM from the baseline

WA’s Management Jurisdiction 

Finfish Categories
Demersal finfish* generally live on or near the ocean floor usually at depths of 
more than 20 metres.
Large pelagic finfish are those that usually inhabit the surface or middle 
depths of the ocean.
Nearshore and estuarine finfish typically live in the estuary reaches of rivers 
and/or in the ocean usually in depths of water up to 20 metres.
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Minister for Fisheries and Minister for 
Mines and Petroleum approval is 
required before Minister for Environment 
can:

1. Release indicative management 
plan;

2. Create an area of water as a marine 
park; and

3. Approve final marine park zoning 
scheme.

Ministerial approval required

50



Process for implementing fisheries legislation

During marine park planning process
• Work in partnership with DBCA
• Consult with stakeholders
• Make recommendations to Minister for Fisheries and Minister for 

Environment
• Seek approval by Ministers

Following establishment of marine park zones
• Fisheries legislation made
• 12 month transition period commences
• When 12 month period ends - fishing prohibitions take effect 51



Summary of fishing interests in study area

• Aquaculture
• Recreational fishing
• Charter fishing
• Commercial fishing

No boundaries have been drawn 
and development of an indicative 
boundary will occur as part of the 
consultation process.
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Aquaculture

• Two aquaculture interests in study area:
• 888 Abalone
• Wylie Bay facility

• Focus on abalone

53



Recreational fishing 

High value for shore and boat-based 
recreational fishing 
• Beach and rock anglers – WA salmon, 

herring, whiting and trevally
• Boat anglers - pink snapper, queen 

snapper, dhufish, blue groper, bight redfish, 
crabs, gummy shark and whiting

• Recreational diving and reef walking -
Roe’s, greenlip and brownlip abalone

• Dinghy and shoreline fishing in 
estuaries and rivers - squid, black bream, 
cobbler, herring and whiting
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Charter fishing

• High value for charter and fishing tours
• 5 charter fishing tour operators
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Commercial fishing 

• 12 commercial fisheries
• Majority operate all year, few 

seasonal
• Supply local/domestic markets
• Key industry to region’s economy and 

community – local fish supply, 
employment, businesses

• PSCMP designed to minimise 
impacts

56



Consideration of fishing interests

With your input, 
PSCMP designed to 
minimise impacts 

Commitment to 
ongoing genuine 
engagement and 

input 

Recognition of importance 
of aquaculture, 

recreational, charter and 
commercial fishing to 

region and community 

Important 
role of 

WAFIC & 
Recfishwest

Multiple 
opportunities to be 
involved and have 

your say 

57



Community engagement model
1. Community engagement strategy
2. Community Engagement and Information 

Officer  
3. Establishment of CRC and SAGs



CRC SAGS

Formation EOI – Application by 29 Oct 2021
Minister Appointed

Self forming

Representation Broader community Specific Sectors 

Chair Minister appointed Group appointed 

Meetings Scheduled Ad hoc 

Membership Maximum 12 No limit 

Time Commitment 8 x 2-day Esperance-based 
meetings, held 2-3 months apart, 
over the duration of the planning 
process - late 2021 to late 2023

Casual 

Possible SAGs
• Commercial fishing
• Aquaculture
• Recreation Fishing
• Scientific/Research
• Government/LG/DC
• Service Clubs
• Tourism
• Industry/ Business 

Owners 
• NGOs/Environmental 
• Youth/Education
• Seniors
• Other 59

Community Reference Committee (CRC) & Sector Advisory Groups (SAGs)
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How can I get involved?

Sign up for the PSCMP newsletter 



Information Sharing 
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*DBCA/DPIRD
*TOs

*Planning Team Briefing package 
(BP)

SAGS

Advice on 
BP CRC

Deliberation

Incorporation 
and feedback 



15 Minute Break 

Stretch!

Tea and Coffee
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Panel Discussion

85 participants asked over 300 questions across the 5 information sessions. 
The Q&A will be uploaded on the website in due course. 
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Jess Ngeh
Email: Jessica.Ngeh@fish.wa.gov.au

Tahryn Thompson (Albany)
Email: Tahryn.Thompson@fish.wa.gov.au

Kim Jenkins (Esperance)
Email: Kimberly.Jenkins@fish.wa.gov.au

For more information contact: 

Chris Nutt 
Email: chris.nutt@dbca.wa.gov.au

Sara Burke 
Email: sara.burke@dbca.wa.gov.au

Lori-Ann Shibish (Esperance)
Email: pscmp@dbca.wa.gov.au

mailto:Jessica.ngeh@fish.wa.gov.au
mailto:Tahryn.Thompson@fish.wa.gov.au
mailto:Kimberley.Jenkins@fish.wa.gov.au
mailto:chris.nutt@dbca.wa.gov.au
mailto:sara.burke@dbca.wa.gov.au
mailto:pscmp@dbca.wa.gov.au
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